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Abstract

Client participation in all web-based services, e.g., shop-
ping in online stores, creating service agreements as in buy-
ing a car insurance, currently demands browser based on-
line operations with on-the-spot decision making. In con-
trast, organizational (business-to-business) procurement re-
lies on complex decision making software at each end for
comparison shopping and/or satisfying various organiza-
tion specific goals. Supporting disconnected operations for
business-to-consumer scenario can introduce some of the
same benefits at the individual consumer level. In this pa-
per, we propose the concept of a downloadable service con-
tract, that specifies unambiguous rules of interaction be-
tween an end client and a service provider. The client ini-
tially negotiates with the service provider a contract, which
is subsequently used not only to guide off-line client opera-
tions, but also for validating at the service provider the log
of actions, i.e., a purchase order, submitted by the client.
A generic application program for browsing a downloaded
contract and creating an order, may be made available by
the service providers. However, a client may have its own
software with many value-added services such as compari-
son shopping across multiple contracts, matching complex
user specific goals and maintenance of interaction histo-
ries. We describe a prototype system that extends the cur-
rent Ariba cXML protocol for MRO procurement.

1 Introduction

End-consumer participation in today’s web based ser-
vices, e.g., buying items from an online storefront, buying a
car insurance, etc. requires making many on-the-spot deci-
sions, and/or answering many associated questions. In con-
trast, a shopper enjoys the comfort of browsing and decision
making at his own pace in a paper catalog based buying.
First, the catalog based buying provides the consumer an
opportunity to consider various personal goals, e.g., meet-

ing a personal budget, prioritization of needs, reconsidering
selections and other purchasing decisions, and even record-
ing the decisions by a rare organized shopper. Additionally,
it provides the consumer the ability to compare prices and
product attributes from various catalogs during the decision
making process. Reintroducing the comfort of “at your own
pace decision making” in electronic shopping will require
downloading a catalog by the end consumer to a local com-
puter, and subsequently, performing the browsing and the
decision making process in a disconnected mode. Once, the
end consumer is comfortable with her own decisions, she
reconnects with the online store to submit a newly created
order.

Consider another scenario in purchasing a more com-
plex product, e.g., buying a car or home insurance over the
phone, where the client answers many questions in defin-
ing the service. Some of these questions define the buyer’s
profile, while the others define specific requirements of the
client. The implications of choosing a particular answer are
not always very clear to the client until she has a chance
to examine the terms and conditions. Making such a pro-
cess online involves clients participating in long interactive
sessions. At a minimum, such sessions need to be per-
sistent, and need to provide backtracking capability to the
client. Again, making the purchasing process comfortable
to the end-consumer requires the dialog to be performed in
a disconnected mode. This can be achieved by downloading
an intelligent catalog with embedded questions to the client
machines.

Suppliers face some new challenges in facilitating dis-
connected mode of client operations. First, suppliers would
like to maintain strict control on the valid duration of a
downloaded catalog. Second, suppliers may not want to
reveal some of their business policies (regarding promo-
tion, customer loyalty, competitive pricing, etc.) to clients.
Moreover, suppliers would like the ability to change such
policies at will in responding to market conditions. Finally,
suppliers need to provide custom software to clients for fa-
cilitating off-line operations.
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In this paper, we introduce the concept of a download-
able service contract in addressing all the above require-
ments. A buyer connects to a online store or supplier and
provides minimal information to create/customize a con-
tract. The contract captures in an unambiguous manner cus-
tomized rules of interactions including valid duration and
imposed limits. The contract is downloaded to the client
machine for facilitating disconnected operations. An ap-
plication program for browsing a downloaded contract and
creating an order, may be made available by the supplier.
However, the standard format of a contract allows a generic
client code to be used for off-line operations. The final se-
lections of a buyer are conveyed to the supplier at a later
point, who checks to see that the contract has not been vi-
olated by the client, before fulfilling this order. We note in
passing that the organizational (B2B) procurement always
benefited from such off-line decision making process where
complex decision making software systems are deployed in
satisfying various business goals. Both buyers and suppli-
ers not only optimize their objectives, but also cooperate in
forecasting their needs and/or maintaining inventory. Typ-
ically, such collaborative commerce interactions are based
on long-term contractual agreements[1, 2]. Dealing with a
large number of short-term consumer contracts introduces
many interesting challenges, e.g., dynamic pricing [3], con-
tract and risk management.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
the following section, we provide a detailed description of
the essential components of a downloadable service con-
tract. In Section 3, the life cycle of such a contract has been
explained. Section 4 describes the design of an efficient
client contract management system. Server side contract
support have been briefly discussed in Section 5. Details of
a prototype that extends Ariba cXML protocol based MRO
procurement, are presented in Section 6. Section 7 looks at
some related research while Section 8 concludes the paper
and presents some future research directions.

2 Downloadable Service Contract

The contract specifies the rules and permissible actions
by a client application in disconnected mode. A “service”
and associated “service” application are meant to relate to
product offerings as well as service offerings. For example,
the service contract could be for an on-line store, which in-
cludes a set of items that can be ordered, the prices of these
items, and the time-frame for which these prices are valid. It
could also include constraints such as bounds on the num-
ber of items or aggregate purchase price. Additionally, it
may include rules for operation sequence on the data such
as dependency across ordering multiple items, and/or rules
on multiple reconnect to the server for submission of dis-
connected operations, e.g., cancelling orders, query on state

of orders, etc.
In most scenarios, the supplier will first draft such a ser-

vice contract. However, the contract can be customized to
reflect client interest and/or jointly created via negotiation
between the supplier and the consumer. The challenges in-
volved in designing an efficient supplier contract manage-
ment system will be explored later in Section 5.

2.1 Downloadable Service Contract Language (DSCL)

The service contract is an XML document described by
an XML document type definition (DTD) or XML-Schema.
The DTD or Schema defines the tree structure of XML tags
which form the contractual building blocks of the contract
document. The overall structure of a service contract has
been shown in Fig. 1. Various parts of a contract are de-
tailed below.

• Information about the Contract
Overall properties of the service contract like the con-
tract identification code (with respect to the supplier),
date of issue of the contract, are defined in thePream-
ble section. TheRoles and Participants section pro-
vides information about the buyer and seller. In the
current scenario (e.g., grocery shopping), the buyer is
typically an individual, and is identified by an appro-
priate identification/authentication scheme. However,
the buyer can also represent an organization as in typ-
ical B2B procurements. The seller is typically an or-
ganization and is uniquely identified by the combina-
tion of its identification type (for e.g. DUNS code) and
their identification code. The supplier contact informa-
tion includes the URL/network address where the final
shopping order is to be submitted by the buyer.

• Catalog
TheCatalog section carries all the information about
the items in the personal catalog created by the buyer
from the original supplier catalog. TheItemListcon-
tains a list of the items specified in the catalog. The
items are indexed using theirItem IDs. A short de-
scription about each item combined with other infor-
mation like the base price of the item, its unit of mea-
sure, its classification code type etc. are also included
[4]. ItemGroupListrecursively combines item groups
that can be referenced in the pricing section to specify
wider variety of offers based on such groupings.

• Pricing Structure
In this section, the contract specifies various special
offers satisfying specific purchasing conditions. As
can be seen in Fig. 1, the tags in this section build
upon the information presented in theCatalog sec-
tion by adding pricing information about the item rel-
ative to the contract.ItemPriceReductionspecifies the
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Figure 1. Structure of a Downloadable Service Contract

price reduction on an item upon purchase of a quan-
tity specified by the rangeMinBuyQtyandMaxBuyQty
(Please see the example below). The reduction can
also be specified at a group levelGroupPriceReduc-
tion. Some additional restrictions/benefits associated
with the purchase of an item or a group of items can
also be presented using theReduction, Exclusionand
Increaseclauses. The items listed in these clauses
must be present in the catalog. They represent either
a reduced price on another item(s), excluded items if
the current pricing reduction is exercised (i.e., nullifi-
cation of another reduction clause for these excluded
items) or even an increase in the prices of other items
(subtracting from their corresponding reductions ex-
pressed elsewhere). Note that in most scenarios, the
pricing associations amongst items would be simple
and expressed through just one of the clauses, i.e.,Re-
duction, Exclusionor Increase. The example below is
for illustration purpose only to demonstrate the power
of the specification language. A wide variety of pricing
schemes for multiple dependent items can be captured
by such a simple structure.

In this example (see Table 1), if a customer buys a
quantity of item A which lies between 2 and 10 then

she gets a reduction of 25% on the base price of the
item (as specified in theCatalog section). Further-
more, she gets the option of buying items B & C which
have their base prices reduced by 40% and 35% re-
spectively. However, she would not be allowed to ex-
ercise any reduction on items X & Y in this case. Ad-
ditionally, the prices of items P & Q get increased by
10% and 5% respectively.

• Additional Policy Constraints
The Policy Constraints subsection deals with addi-
tional machine processable terms and conditions that
the buyer has to comply with, in order to make a valid
purchase on the supplier catalog. First, aValidUn-
tilDate is specified after which the contract becomes
void. The client application program can make use of
this field to alert the client about upcoming deadlines.
A complex timing rule might be a price for a prod-
uct that would be applicable if the transaction com-
pleted within a particular date, and another price that
would be used if not and so on. Additional clauses may
include,MinAggregatePurchaseAmounti.e., the mini-
mum amount of purchase for this special offer, avail-
ability guarantees on specific item(s), etc.



Table 1. Pricing Structure Example
Item ID: A

ItemPriceReduction = 25 MinBuyQty = 2 MaxBuyQty = 10

REDUCTION EXCLUSION INCREASE

(Item ID,Price) (Item ID) (Item ID,Price)
(B,40) X (P,10)
(C,35) Y (Q,5)

• Transaction Submission Rules
The contract specifies rules and mechanisms for sub-
mission of off-line transactions by the client. This in-
cludes security protocol used for document exchange
[2], i.e., details of authentication and document sign-
ing, URL to which transactions are to be submitted,
and format of a purchase order and/or a set of transac-
tions, etc. Furthermore, this specifies rules on multi-
ple submissions and/or sequencing of operations, e.g.,
cancellation, modification, etc.

• Additional Business Terms and Conditions
This subsection spells outmiscellaneous business
agreementslike the return and refund policies, pay-
ment and shipping options etc. using plain text.

We have created a version of this specification language
which is being used in the current prototype. The language
builds on cXML catalog description [4], and the overall
contract refers to such a document for catalog description.
For lack of space, we omit details of DSCL. We are also
exploring extensions to the current policy specification be-
yond reduction, exclusion and increase associated with a
catalog item.

3 Life Cycle of a Downloadable Service Con-
tract : A Three Phase Process

The life cycle of a downloadable service contract can be
broadly divided into three phases. The operations have been
illustrated in Fig. 2.

1. Contract Creation and Download
In the first phase, the client requests service cata-
logs from the supplier server while being connected
to the server. The client selects one or more services
and/or catalogs for browsing, and/or negotiates asso-
ciated terms and conditions. Both browsing of cata-
logs and contract negotiation can be performed either
by human agents via a web browser or performed via
server to server interactions. The client takes into ac-
count not only its own needs and policy objectives, but
also service contracts offered by the supplier. During

this process, the client composes a personal contract to
be used during off-line operations. As detailed earlier,
the composed contract contains not just the selected
catalog items but also various policy constraints.

The composed contract may need to be signed by both
the client and the supplier. Signing the contract not
only protects the client from future disputes, but also
protects the supplier in managing outstanding copies
of catalogs and valid durations on offered prices. Once
the contract is downloaded, the client parses it to pop-
ulate internal tables for easy access.

2. Client-Side Disconnected Operations
The client uses the parsed contract during this phase
(c.f. phase II of Fig 2) to perform disconnected mode
shopping. As mentioned earlier, the client may down-
load a server-provided customized application pro-
gram for off-line operations and creating a purchase
order acceptable to the server. However, she may
have her own personal software that can provide many
value-added services, e.g., comparison shopping, sat-
isfying user goals, etc. A detailed discussion of these
issues is presented in the next section.

The benefits of off-line shopping have been already
been outlined in Section 1. The client may not sub-
mit her purchase order until she is comfortable with
her own decisions; the ability to reconsider her own
decisions is important. She makes informed selections
after taking the contract’s item dependency rules into
consideration. At each step of the off-line operations
the contracts rules are checked by the application pro-
gram. Finally, when the client decides to submit her
selections, they are transformed into a purchase order
by the helper software. The purchase order format is
preferably standardized, and specified in the service
contract.

3. Transaction Submission to Supplier
Upon the client’s reconnection to the supplier server,
the transformed client log, i.e., purchase order, is up-
loaded onto the server. The server now verifies the dis-
connected order based on the contract rules as shown
in the phase III of Fig. 2. If any of the selec-
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Figure 2. The three phases in the life cycle of a downloadable service client

tions/actions are inconsistent with the rules (e.g., pur-
chase limit, valid duration), the server rejects the or-
der/transaction list and sends a failure notification to
the client. Alternatively, if the selections/actions were
all consistent with the rules, the submitted order is ac-
cepted and a message is sent to the user confirming
transaction success.

Handling of rejection of submitted order will depend
on specific failure scenarios. Expiry of valid dura-
tion may imply restarting the whole process, i.e., the
client must start over again by downloading a new con-
tract and by retrying execution, conforming to the rules
specified in the contract. On the other hand, failure to
adhere to contract rules can be addressed by changing
and resubmitting the order.

4 Client Contract Management System
(CCMS)

The client may choose to download an application pro-
gram for browsing the downloaded contract and then cre-
ating a purchase order from it, if the supplier supports this
kind of an option. The program presents the user interfaces
to the client in a manner that is intended in the contract. For
example selection of specific items, automatically excludes
other items from the price reduction list as specified in the
contract. It may also create alerts for upcoming deadlines
after which the contract would become invalid. It may pro-
vide support on sorting the items in terms of reductions or
absolute prices. Furthermore, the application program may
facilitate order submission, i.e., creating the final order and
submitting to the specified URL. Finally, the program may
be invoked to cancel or modify an already submitted order

(within a specified time limit), in which case the program
follows the action sequence specified in the contract.

Clearly, a more powerful alternative to the use of server-
provided application program is the presence of a client
specific service contract management system (CCMS). In
this case, the client needs to download only the service con-
tract. CCMS can use appropriately specified contract terms
to create user interfaces and implement all the client ap-
plication steps, as specified above. The contract specifica-
tion language needs to be standardized for such a scheme to
work. The service contract specification language (DSCL)
presented in the Section 2 can be considered as a first step
in that direction.

In this scenario, it is especially important for the server,
upon reconnection with the client, to check the submitted
order and/or action sequence for proper enforcement.

4.1 CCMS Value-Added Services

In addition to the basic functionalities as sketched above,
CCMS may provide various value added services, e.g.,
comparison shopping across multiple contracts, matching
complex user specific goals and maintenance of interaction
histories. It can also play a major role in the automated
contract negotiation process. The client can setup a user
profile as well as current needs in CCMS, enabling CCMS
to act on its behalf while corresponding with the suppliers.
Let us consider a typical grocery shopping experience. The
client may maintain her broad interest list, as well as es-
sential items to be purchased during the next shopping trip.
Individual resource planning (IRP) and maintenance of per-
sonal inventory are obvious next steps, where purchasing of
bulk can be scheduled appropriately. CCMS can automate
this contract creation process and saves the client from per-



sonally visiting every supplier’s WWW address, and creat-
ing a customized catalog to suit her needs.

CCMS can provide sophisticated comparison and query
functions. Given a specific set of customer requirements,
it can compare against all downloaded contracts, and select
appropriate set of items against specific catalogs to optimize
on price and/or best match on product attributes. This is
similar to bid evaluation functions in B2B procurement [5].

4.2 Relational Database Schema Design

In this section, we look at the detail design of the rela-
tional database tables that need to be supported in CCMS.
The simple entity-relationship (E-R) diagram shown in Fig.
3 helps us to capture a high-level description of the data
involved. We follow the conventions of the E-R model de-
scribed in [6]. The goal of our database design is to support
the kind of functionality needed to store and work with a
downloaded service contract (as presented in Section 3.1).

In Fig. 3 we show the relationship setSUPPLIES, in
which each relationship indicates a contract that is sup-
plied by a supplier. Every supplier is uniquely identi-
fied by a combination of two fields,ID_TYPE and ID .
The type(s) of business protocols supported by the supplier
server and its network address or URL needs to be specified
in SUPPLIER. The user’sUSER_ID andPASSWORDare
also stored along with other information about the supplier.
There exists a key constraint that each contract has at most
one supplier (multiparty service contracts are not supported
at present) and a participation constraint that every contract
needs to be associated with a supplier. The thick line con-
nectingCONTRACTand SUPPLIES indicates the former
while the latter constraint is represented by the arrow on it.

The CONTRACTentity set stores all the information
associated with the contract like theCONTRACT_ID,
VALID_UNTIL_DATE andMIN_AGG_AMT. We are cur-
rently exploring ways to represent the transaction submis-
sion rules (explained in Section 2.1) of a contract in the
CONTRACTentity set. For now, we store such rules di-
rectly in theRULESfield. The items present in the asso-
ciated catalog are stored in the weak entity setITEM. It
must be noted that each item is present in exactly one con-
tract, the correspondingCONTRACT_IDacts as the identi-
fying owner. Items present in groups are handled similarly
throughGROUP_ITEM. Every CONTRACTentry needs to
be associated with at least an item while it may not contain
any groups of items. Hence,CONTRACTis connected to
ITEM_REL andGROUP_ITEM_RELby a thick and ordi-
nary line respectively.

From the above ER diagram, we generate a relational
database schema using some standard rules. Each of the en-
tity sets are mapped to a relation in a straightforward way.
This leads to four tables namelySUPPLIER, CONTRACT,

ITEM andGROUP_ITEM. Fig. 4 shows three of these ta-
bles, theGROUP_ITEMtable has been left out as it is very
much similar to theITEM table. Creation of a separate
table for the one-to-manySUPPLIES relationship set has
been avoided. This is made possible by storing the primary
key of SUPPLIER ie. (ID_TYPE,ID ) in theCONTRACT
table as a foreign key and adding a constraint that these
field cannot take null values. Such a scheme captures both
the key and the participation constraints associated with the
SUPPLIES relationship. Tables for theITEM_REL and
GROUP_ITEM_RELhave been similarly avoided.

The above tables have been used in the current prototype,
whose associated interaction protocol is detailed in Section
6. The next subsection provides a broad overview of the
building blocks of CCMS. Only a subset of these functions
(i.e., no server to server automated negotiation) are realized
in our current prototype.

4.3 Components and Execution Flow

Fig. 5 illustrates the flow of execution in CCMS and a
high level overview of its various building blocks.

The main user interface presented to the user gives him
the option of :

• Create Downloadable Contract

• Browse/Submit Downloaded Contract

• Review Submitted Purchase Orders

The above options provided by CCMS enable the user
to first create a downloadable contract and then browse
through that contract to create her purchase order. At the
end of every browsing session, she gets of the option of
submitting her selections or storing them locally so that she
can come back and submit the order in a later session. We
will next look at a possible user interaction scenario with
the help of Fig. 5.

Contract Creation and Download ( Steps 1 to 10 of Fig.
5)

The user can setup aUser Profile with CCMS and pro-
vide it with Current Needs, a description of the items she
wants to procure. She then chooses toCreate Download-
able Contractthrough the main user interface which hands
over the user’s request to theContract Manager. TheCon-
tract Manageris the central controlling unit in CCMS. It
helps the user to perform online browser-based negotia-
tion of a downloadable contract with the possible suppli-
ers. However, automated contract negotiation is also possi-
ble with the help of theContract Negotiator.

The Contract Negotiatorstarts the negotiation of a ser-
vice contract by composing an appropriate request ad-
dressed to all the possible suppliers. It refers to theUser
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Profile and Current Needsand composes a request mes-
sage in accordance with the supplier server’s business proto-
col. This message is then delivered to theProtocol Gateway
which is responsible for communicating the message to the
supplier server. After a possible series of request-reply ex-
changes between the supplier server and theContract Ne-
gotiator, the supplier server sends out a message with the
contract embedded in it. TheContract Receiverparses out
the contract from this response message and stores the con-
tract in theCONTRACTand ITEM database tables. The
transaction submission rules of the contract are stored in the
RULESfield of theCONTRACTtable. TheContract Nego-
tiator can use the above steps repeatedly to download ser-
vice contracts from multiple suppliers.

Disconnected Mode Shopping and Order Submission (
Steps 11 to 16 of Fig. 5)

When the user chooses toBrowse/Submit Downloaded Con-
tract, theContract Managerevaluates the contracts accord-
ing to the conditions provided in theUser ProfileandCur-
rent Needs. A strategy similar to the bid evaluation model
presented in [5] may be used. The user is asked to choose a
particular contract for further consideration. TheContract
Manager refers to theRULESfield of the corresponding
CONTRACTtable entry for presenting user interfaces and
guiding the user in creating a purchase order that is accept-
able to the supplier. ThePurchase Order Generatorcreates
such a purchase order from the log of disconnected oper-
ations maintained by theContract Manager. Additionally,
theContract Managermay maintain interaction histories of
the user with its different suppliers. Such histories can be
later referred to in the audit trail.
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5 Server-Side Contract Support

Today’s supplier servers are mostly online storefronts
and shopping cart systems with the necessary software to
create, navigate and manage product catalogs. Such sup-
port is good enough if the supplier wants its customers to be
able to browse through its online catalogs, create shopping
carts and pay at the end of their shopping session. However,
if the supplier wants its clients to download contracts and
submit their purchase orders at a later date, it has to extend
its server functionality to handle the contractual aspects of
downloadable catalogs. Support for simple catalog brows-
ing needs to be enhanced to handle contract creation and
negotiation. User profiles may be maintained at the sup-
plier site with the help of the various explicit and implicit
personalization techniques proposed in [7]. Such profiles
assist the supplier in deciding what are the benefits it can
provide or what kind of restrictions it needs to impose on
the downloadable contract. Suppliers may also need to inte-
grate complex decision making software for dynamic pric-
ing, that may take into account many factors including cus-
tomer loyalty, and competitive pricing, etc. [3].

Information about all the pending contracts has to be
kept in a manner that allows efficient queries on the states of
the contracts e.g., the contracts that expire today or the con-

tracts that include a specific item. Inventory control is also
a challenging task considering the fact that simply locking
the resources to guarantee the availability of an item is not
feasible when the resources are at a premium. Lastly, the
server should be able to verify the validity of a purchase or-
der that gets submitted corresponding to a pending contract
and take appropriate steps to notify the client about the re-
sult of her transactions. We are currently working on the
development of efficient server-side support strategies for
downloadable contracts.

6 Prototype Implementation

The primary goal of our system design is to extend cur-
rent MRO procurement process to include contractual terms
and conditions. We have implemented a prototype system in
which the client procurement system uses the Ariba Com-
merce XML (cXML)[4] protocol to communicate with the
supplier site. The supplier side has been emulated with
the IBM Websphere Commerce Suite (WCS)1, which is a
business application product for manufacturers to build on-
line stores on the Internet. A second goal is to create a

1Trademark or registered trademark of International Business Ma-
chines Corporation



lightweight, flexible and easily configurable system for an
individual user. Furthermore, we have used a proxy-based
architecture for the clients, where a proxy machine acts on
behalf of multiple users to communicate with the supplier
servers over the Internet.

6.1 What is cXML ?

cXML is a set of message types based on a cXML doc-
ument type definition (DTD) to describe the messages ex-
changed between a e-Marketplace and a supplier. It is be-
ing used for exchange of catalog content and to define re-
quest/response processes for secure electronic transactions
over the Internet. The processes include purchase orders,
change orders, acknowledgments, status updates, ship no-
tifications and payment transactions. It enables buyers to
‘punchout’ from a shopping session to a remote host to view
or select catalog items without losing what is already been
selected and added to their locally hosted shopping cart.
The unshaded events in Fig. 6 represent a typical punchout
event sequence.

ThePunchOutSetupRequest message is used to com-
municate the identity of the originating system to the re-
mote host. In response, the buyer receives aPunchOutSe-
tupResponse message that directs his session to a remote
HTML browsing session. InBrowse Supplier Catalog
phase, the buyer browses the supplier’s catalog and creates
a remote shopping cart. Using thePunchOutOrderMes-
sage, the contents that are placed in the shopping cart are
transferred back into the buyer’s current shopping cart in
preparation for check-out processing. The next step in the
shopping process is the actual transmittal of the purchase
order. Though cXML format is not required for transmit-
ting purchase orders, automated order processing becomes
easy if cXML’s well-defined structure is used. The buyer’s
procurement application sends out aOrderRequest cXML
message which is analogous to a purchase order. The sup-
plier server acknowledges the receipt of the above message
through theOrderResponse message.

6.2 Extensions to cXML for Downloadable Ser-
vice Contracts

We have extended the cXML MRO process to handle
the notion of service contracts. The shaded events shown
in Fig. 6 represent our extensions to the cXML ‘punchout’
event sequence. First four events remain unchanged from
the original event sequence. When a browser based client
receives thePunchOutOrderMessage, it treats the list
of items received as the “downloadable catalog”. Subse-
quently, the server presents a predefined contract that in-
cludes the catalog returned in the earlier message. In our
prototype, we allow the client to change/negotiate specific

contract items (i.e., alternative quantity range hoping for a
better price reduction). The client also looks for guarantee
on the availability of the product. The supplier may respond
with a chosen pricing scheme. Clearly, there are many as-
pects that can be negotiated, and other work will/have fo-
cuss(ed) on various negotiation strategies. These are com-
plementary to our current work.

After the contract negotiation phase, the client obtains
a customized contract to make off-line shopping decisions.
We have also implemented a simple client prototype sys-
tem forDisconnected Mode Shopping operations, during
which the client selects various items based on the down-
loaded contract. Finally, the prototype creates a purchase
order to be submitted to the supplier system. This pur-
chase order submission is based on the cXMLOrderRe-
quest message. The supplier validates the purchase order in
theValidation phase and sends aOrderResponse message
back to the client. ThisOrderResponse message extends
the cXML OrderResponse by not only acknowledging the
receipt of the purchase order but also possible rejection of
the order in case of contract violation.

7 Related Work

Business-to-business (B2B) integration is fundamentally
about coordinating information among businesses and their
information systems. Immense challenges exist due to is-
sues of privacy, autonomy, heterogeneity in software and
platforms and above all, management of complex interac-
tions. In recent years, researchers have been trying to bridge
the associated syntactic and semantic information gap be-
tween businesses with the help of contract or agreement
approaches[8, 9, 2]. Milosevic & Bond proposes a business
contract architectural framework for the Internet on the ba-
sis of Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) messages[8]. Dan
et. al. discusses the specific functions needed in a B2B
electronic contract[9]. It also presents a design for sup-
porting the specification and enforcement of business deals
among providers, based on code generation tools that gener-
ate server-side and client-side code for enforcing the terms
of such electronic service contracts. They further extend
their approach by proposing a specification language called
tpaML in the form of an XML grammar for expressing elec-
tronic trading partner agreements (TPA)[2]. IBM Research
has designed and prototyped a B2B protocol framework
or BPF, a comprehensive run-time tool set which enables
the automatic deployment of business protocols expressed
in tpaML. The goal of CCMS (explained in Section 4) is
to provide a similar kind of support for downloadable ser-
vice contracts expressed using the DSCL proposed in Sec-
tion 2.1. This approach signifies a way of enriching the
domain of business-to-consumer electronic commerce from
the techniques that have proved beneficial in the B2B do-
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Figure 6. Extensions(shaded events) to the basic cXML messaging(unshaded events)

main.
Examples of business negotiations include auc-

tions, competitive bids for procurement, broker-
ages/exchanges/cartels and two party negotiations. Kumar
& Feldman models all the above types of negotiations as
a generic finite state machine(FSM)[10]; such a represen-
tation might be useful in modelling the negotiation in our
case as well. Mobile agent frameworks [11, 12] have been
proposed in which mobile agents talk to application servers
on behalf of their clients. Griffel et. al. advocates the use
of mobile agents for electronic contract negotiation but
assumes the existence of a shared middleware between the
client and the server systems[11]. Marques et. al. presents
a disconnected client’s agent that has limited capabilities
when it arrives at the server, and thus it is not able to capture
all the requirements of the client[12]. Waern provides a
agent-based service contract negotiation scheme in the
domain of open service architectures like the WWW[13].
However, all the above schemes neither suggest a specific
contract language nor discuss embodiment of a system
based on a business contract.

Grosof et. al. presents a declarative approach to
model business rules in e-commerce contracts[14]. It de-
fines “rule” as an implication (i.e., IF-THEN) in which
the antecedent (i.e., the IF part) may contain multiple con-
joined (i.e., ANDed) conditions. An XML embodiment of
the approach known asBusiness Rules Markup Language
(BRML) has been proposed in [14]. Current policy con-
straints in DSCL are simple pricing schemes and/or asso-
ciation rules. We will explore use of BRML and other
proposed rule languages to enhance policy description in

DSCL.
Comparison shopping across multiple service contracts

can be supported by CCMS with the help of a scheme simi-
lar to the bid evaluation system presented in [5]. It uses a hi-
erarchical decision-criteria framework that allows the buyer
to specify business rules which can then be used to find the
“optimal” bid. CCMS can use such a scheme to evaluate the
downloaded contracts and present the user with a contract
that best matches herUser ProfileandCurrent Needs.

We also note in passing the high level similarities of pro-
posed eCoupon system [15] where promotions and price re-
ductions are captured as electronic coupons. The main fo-
cus of this paper is to address challenges in scalability and
security to avoid duplication of electronic coupons. Con-
tracts are personalized electronic documents that contain
customized catalogs and richer pricing policies in the form
of complex offers.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

Client participation in web-based services, e.g., shop-
ping in online stores, creating service agreements as in buy-
ing a car insurance, currently demands browser based online
operations with many on-the-spot decision making. Sup-
porting disconnected operations for business-to-consumer
scenario can introduce some of the same benefits, e.g, com-
parison shopping, satisfying client goals, at the individual
consumer level as used in B2B procurements. In this pa-
per, we proposed the concept of a downloadable service
contract, that specifies unambiguous rules of interaction be-



tween an end client and a service provider. The client ini-
tially negotiates with the service provider a contract, which
is subsequently used not only to guide off-line client opera-
tions, but also for validating at the service provider the log
of actions, i.e., a purchase order, submitted by the client.
A generic application program for browsing a downloaded
contract and creating an order, may be made available by the
service providers. However, a client may have its own soft-
ware with many value-added services such as comparison
shopping across multiple contracts, matching complex user
specific goals and maintenance of interaction histories. We
described a prototype system that extends the current Ariba
cXML protocol for MRO procurement with additional mes-
sages.

Many challenges remain in fully realizing such a model.
The online supplier systems need to be extended to negoti-
ate customer specific deals and manage a large set of cus-
tomized contracts. This however, also brings us closer to
realizing agent based shopping where support for dynamic
pricing and complex decision making schemes become es-
sential. The contract language also need to be standardized
in order to deploy such a model. However, the paradigm of
disconnected mode shopping may become ubiquitous in fa-
cilitating many areas of personal procurement(e.g., grocery
shopping).
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